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 Tir 16, 1400 AP n My Quotes: I write to express my vision. Tir 16, 1400 AP n They're Bright, They're Hot and They Glow (Attribution) “I think color can be used to express a lot. You can use a color in your everyday life to express who you are.” “I find color to be a huge inspiration. Every day I'm looking for new colors to inspire me.” “I go out and have a ton of fun. I see color everywhere. That’s
when I find the best colors.” “I have some kind of color control or sense for color, because even though I love to travel and see new places, my color choices are always the same.” “I'm really excited for the summer. I know that my color choices will reflect my moods and life situation.” “I love color. I love discovering new colors. It excites me. I love being around colors and I really love being in new

places.” "I am totally into color. I love it so much. I love to experiment with color combinations. There is always something new to me. You can combine color in so many ways. I will always find new ways to color it. I am very much into exploring colors, sometimes you just go for the smell.” “I really love color and color combinations. It excites me. I’m into exploring colors, mixing and matching
colors, but I also like to play with different color palettes. It gives me joy. It’s fun to play with it.” “I really love color. I love it so much. I love to experiment with color combinations. There is always something new to me. You can combine color in so many ways. I will always find new ways to color it. I am very much into exploring colors, sometimes you just go for the smell.” “I am very excited about

color. I love exploring color combinations and colors. Color is exciting. I am very excited to combine color in all kinds of ways.” “Color is a great source of inspiration. Color is in my nature. I am really into color combinations. I really love color. Color is fun.” “Color is part 82157476af
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